
Vaulting Rib
This section of a rib moulding from a vaulted ceiling, was 
also found during the 1995-99 Hyde Abbey Excavation 
programme. This piece would have been located near to 
the point where the vault emanates from the top of a pier 
or column. This intersection of the ribs was known as a 
‘Tas-de-charge’. It is possible to tell the original position of 
the piece from the steep angle of the top bedding plane. 
The angles of the joint would have become progressively 
steeper so as to receive the thrust of the vault as it neared 
the column. The piece has been worked from Caen Stone 
and the moulding is typical of the Early English style of 
architecture. It is therefore likely to have been produced 
sometime between 1180 and 1250 AD and 1250 AD.

Decorative String Course
A decorative fragment that still retains traces of mortar 
from its reuse after the dismantling of Hyde Abbey after 
the Dissolution. It was found in 1974 during the 1974-
75 Hyde Abbey Excavation Programme. This foliate 
ornament, worked from Quarr Stone, is a good example 
of Norman decorative work; the simple stylisation of 
the leaves and use of studs or beading is representative 
of the style. It is difficult to say exactly where it might 
have fitted within the building; one possibility is that 
it formed part of a decorative frieze or string course. 
A string course was a continual horizontal band of 
protruding stones used to either delineate a change in 
level of the building or to express a line above windows 
or arcading. 

Scalloped Capital
A capital found during the 1972 Hyde Abbey Excavation 
programme. This particular form of capital is known 
as ‘scalloped’ and was a development of the earlier and 
simpler cushion capital. Each side is separated into a 
number of truncated cones. Like much of the stonework 
from this period, the piece is formed from Quarr Stone 
from the Isle of Wight. It was probably carved in the later 
part of the Norman period (early to mid-12th century).

Canopy Piece
This small fragment, found during the 1995-99 Hyde 
Abbey Excavation programme, was probably once part of 
a richly carved canopy, either from a niche or shrine. The 
inside of a canopy resembled a miniature vaulted ceiling 
and was of complex geometric design. The piece is carved 
from Caen Stone and the work is of a later medieval style, 
probably that of the 14th century. Upon close inspection 
there is evidence of a fine toothed drag tool being used to 
finish the piece.

Voussoir Section
A voussoir or arch stone section, found in 1999 during 
the 1995-99 Hyde Abbey Excavation programme.  The 
moulded section is characteristic of the Norman Style of 
architecture. It is carved from the coarser Quarr Stone and 
as was usual in this period, the surface displays heavier 
tooling marks made by a stone axe. The Norman style of 
arch was always rounded and the joint-lines between the 
stones radiated from the arch’s centre. 

Six More Stones
The six stones exhibited are all from Winchester Museum’s 
collection and were found during excavations in the area 
around Hyde Abbey between 1972 and 1999

Corner Shaft
Two fragments of Caen Stone stone shaft found during 
the 1995-99 Hyde Abbey Excavation programme, run as 
part of the Winchester Museums Service Community 
Archaeology Programme. The slenderness of this shaft is 
characteristic of the Early English period of architecture 
(late 12th to mid-13th century). Looking at the piece in 
section it can be seen that one quarter of the stone has 
been left square. This was because, as with the Whistle 
Stones, the shaft was intended to fit where two walls meet 
to form an internal right-angle. The lead that protrudes 
from one end of the shaft would have been poured in a 
molten state to fill a slot carved between this stone and a 
larger piece of masonry in the main body of the wall. The 
masonry term for this sort of slot is a ‘joggle’. 


